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Abstract: This work investigates how innovations propagate through two professional networks
(guilds): the Kern Entrepreneurial Engineering Network (KEEN) and the Consortium to Promote
Reflection in Engineering Education (CPREE). Previous research has demonstrated that the adoption
of pedagogical innovations is supported by the socialization of the innovation among potential
adopters. In this work, we use social network analysis to explore the impact of professional connec-
tions on innovation adoption. Our research questions are: (1) How does overall social structure differ
between guilds? (2) How do measures of social network structures relate to innovation adoption?
A survey was distributed to members of KEEN and CPREE to capture the interactions respondents
had while adopting the guild’s innovation. Social networks were generated for each guild and
each respondent. These networks were analyzed to identify relationships between social network
measures and the frequency of use of the innovation. Responses to open-ended questions were
analyzed using thematic coding. The guilds’ overall structures impacted the formation and structure
of distinct clusters/cliques, but these differing structures did not appear to affect sustained adoption.
Individuals’ ego networks demonstrated a weak negative correlation between the frequency of
adoption and the individual’s ego network density. Our results imply that having a diverse network
exposes instructors to more ideas or allows them to see one idea from many perspectives leading to a
higher likelihood of adoption.

Keywords: instructional change; educational change; social networks; pedagogical innovations;
change agents

1. Introduction

Engineering education as a field contributes a significant amount of time, energy, and
resources towards the development of new and innovative pedagogy [1–3]. Numerous
studies examining best practices in classrooms are published with the American Society for
Engineering Education (ASEE) and other venues each year, yet few of these innovations ever
see widespread use in actual engineering classrooms [1,2]. This might be because the tradi-
tional publication-to-classroom pipeline follows a “dissemination paradigm”—developers
trust that instructors looking for new or improved teaching methods will seek them out, and
no special efforts needing to be made to ensure adoption occurs [4–6]. While this approach
may work for some, many innovations published in this manner will never see widespread
use in engineering classrooms. By contrast, under the “propagation paradigm”, developers
of new and innovative pedagogy make an effort to work with potential adopters through-
out the development and implementation process and beyond [4,7]. Again, while this
approach may work for some, it is still not a universal solution to ensuring the widespread
adoption of evidence-based pedagogy.
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The engineering education “guild” presents a combined approach: both publishing
studies, lesson plans, and other standalone pieces under the dissemination paradigm, while
also hosting workshops, encouraging collaboration between colleagues, and even partner-
ing with universities to actively aid in the adoption process [8,9]. This guild approach is
reflected in the two engineering education guilds explored in this study: the Consortium
to Promote Reflection in Engineering Education (CPREE) and the Kern Entrepreneurial
Engineering Network (KEEN). CPREE’s mission was to encourage faculty to incorporate
reflection into their engineering courses [10]. This mission was funded by the Leona M. and
Harry B. Helmsley Charitable Trust from 2014 to 2018 and was carried out by Drs. Jennifer
Turns and Cindy Atman from the University of Washington. CPREE consisted of 12 partner
institutions, each with a principal investigator who was responsible for understanding how
reflection was already being used in their campus’ classrooms and producing field guides
about those reflection activities to be shared with the engineering education community
more broadly [10]. KEEN is a network of over 50 institutions and has been in existence since
2005 [11]. Its directive is to instill an entrepreneurial mindset (EM) in all engineering under-
graduate students in the United States. With its funding from the Kern Family Foundation,
KEEN has advanced its directive through grants to network schools, a platform for social
engagement and sharing classroom innovations, and a variety of community-building
activities, including an annual national conference and faculty development workshops.

Prior work has examined how the approaches to propagation used by CPREE and
KEEN align with the evidence-based propagation techniques [8]. Using the Designing for
Sustained Adoption Instrument (DSAAI) as a guide [12], the authors found that CPREE
and KEEN used many of the approaches highlighted in the instrument, but that there
were some high-impact practices used by CPREE and KEEN that were not captured by the
DSAAI. These practices included providing funding for adoption efforts, public recognition
of faculty innovators, and mutual accountability.

Other work in the field of educational change has identified the social aspects of
changemaking—such as mutual accountability, community building, collective learning,
and so on—as critical to lasting pedagogical innovation adoption [13–16]. Previous studies
have found that instructors who discuss teaching practices with other faculty are more
likely to adopt new teaching strategies [17–19]. When given the opportunity to observe
their colleagues teaching, change becomes even more likely [20]. Coordinated changes to
teaching methods (such as through instructor teams or departmental teams) give instructors
a greater feeling of ownership over and investment in their classrooms [21,22], while also
ensuring that change is perpetuated even as faculty may turn over [22,23]. Much of this
work has been performed in the context of teaching Communities of Practice [16,24] and
co-teaching [25]. However, the unique social structure of guilds such as KEEN and CPREE
has not yet been examined.

KEEN and CPREE were chosen as case studies for several reasons: both guilds are
focused on engineering education, an area of national importance; both guilds were funded
by charitable organizations, providing a blueprint for future philanthropic engagement; and
both have been shown to use evidence-based practices for encouraging pedagogical change,
which can be implemented by any party with similar goals. This paper uses social network
analysis (SNA), supported by the analysis of qualitative survey responses, to investigate
the ways in which pedagogical innovations propagate through relationships between
guild members, and how these innovations might travel beyond the guild’s reach through
instructor collaboration. We do this by responding to the following research questions:
(1) How does the overall social structure of KEEN differ from that of CPREE? (2) How do
measures of social network structures relate to faculty’s adoption of the innovation?

2. Methodology

This study aimed to generate two social networks—one for CPREE’s members, and one
for KEEN’s members. To this end, two surveys were distributed via Qualtrics, each aimed
at members of one of the aforementioned guilds. CPREE members were identified using
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CPREE’s website, which lists the PI and CoPI at each partner institution [10]. For KEEN,
we shared the survey with the KEEN Leaders at each partner institution [11] and requested
that they share the survey with their colleagues.

2.1. Survey Instrument

Faculty members responding to the survey gave their name, indicated how frequently
they made use of the guild’s innovation (for CPREE members, reflection; for KEEN mem-
bers, entrepreneurial mindset) in their classrooms on a Likert scale, and responded to
three open-ended prompts regarding their adoption process. At the end of the survey,
participants were given the opportunity to name up to ten people they knew who also
used the innovation, as well as indicate the ways in which the two had interacted (this
person taught me about reflection, I taught this person about reflection, we collaborated
on reflection-related pedagogy, or other). The provided names were then added to the
distribution list as a form of snowball sampling. A screen capture of this question as it
appeared in the survey can be seen below (Figure 1). The questionnaire can be found in its
entirety in the Supplementary Materials.

Figure 1. Question from Qualtrics survey eliciting social network data.

2.2. Ego Network Creation

From this information, the research team could construct the instructor’s ego net-
work—an image of an individual’s direct social connections, and the direction of those
connections [26]. For example, if instructor A noted that instructor B taught them about re-
flections, the connection between them would be directional, traveling from instructor B to
instructor A. As ego networks were constructed, the names provided by survey participants
were used to create a guild-wide adjacency matrix of collaborators, which was then used
to generate a visual representation of guild interactions using ORA-LITE social network
visualization software [26]. Figure 2 shows the visual difference between an ego network
and a social network. In addition to the information provided in the survey, the researchers
utilized publicly available data from the ASEE Papers on Engineering Education Repository
(PEER) database [27], as well as card authorship on KEEN’s website EngineeringUnleashed,
to generate more social connections. Each instructor who responded to the KEEN survey
(n = 23) was located on EngineeringUnleashed [11], and co-authors (as indicated by author-
ship of KEEN cards—lesson plans/concepts relating to entrepreneurial mindset published
to EngineeringUnleashed) were added to the overall network as bi-directional collaborators.
Similarly, each instructor who responded to the CPREE survey (n = 25) was searched in
ASEE PEER [27], and co-authors on papers explicitly related to reflection pedagogy were
added to the network as bi-directional collaborators.

The survey item “How often do you make use of assignments relating to [innovation]
in your classroom(s)?” both confirmed innovation adoption and allowed network nodes
to be sized by the frequency of innovation use (larger nodes use the innovation more
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frequently, while smaller nodes use the innovation less frequently). A complete list of
survey questions used to generate the social networks can be found in Table 1.

Figure 2. There are two types of networks referenced in this work: (a) An ego network, displaying
only an individual and their direct connections. (b) A social network, displaying the interconnections
of an entire community. Ego network (a) is highlighted in blue. In each type of network, the colored
dots represent instructors who use the innovation in some capacity, while the lines represent working
relationships between instructors.

Table 1. Survey questions used in social network generation.

Survey Item Response Options

How often do you make use of assignments relating to
[innovation] in your classroom(s)? Never/Rarely/Sometimes/Often/Always

We would appreciate the name of anyone with whom you have
discussed/learned about [innovation] Open-ended response

How did you collaborate with [collaborator]
They taught me about [innovation]/I taught them about

[innovation]/We collaborated on [innovation]-related
pedagogy/Other

2.3. Social Network Analysis

Overall social networks were primarily analyzed through cluster analysis and echo-
chamberness. This work uses the Leiden algorithm [28], an iterative process which sub-
divides a large community into smaller sub-communities known as clusters. A ‘cluster’
is defined as a group within a larger community which demonstrates greater density
(i.e., more interconnections between individuals) relative to other groups or individuals
near it [28]. This procedure is useful for examining the overall structure of a knowledge-
sharing community, as it can identify sub-communities where information or ideas might
become “stuck”. This quality of social clusters can be quantified as echo-chamberness.
The echo-chamberness (EC) of a cluster can be calculated as follows:

EC =
3√rd (1)

where r is the reciprocity [29] of the network (the ratio of bi-directional edges and the total
number of edges in the network), and d is the density of the network (the ratio of existing
edges to total possible edges in a network) [30].

Ego networks were characterized through more individually focused measures of
centrality and density. In-degree and out-degree centrality capture the directionality of
an individual’s ego network—in this case, is information regarding innovations mostly
coming in or going out? In-degree and out-degree centrality are measured as a ratio of
the number of links pointed into (for in-degree) or out of (for out-degree) a node to the
total number of links in the network [29]. Density reflects the interconnectedness of an
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individual’s ego network. In other words, it measures how many of an individual’s direct
connections are connected to one another [31]. This is calculated as a ratio of the number of
reported connections in an ego network to the total number of connections possible in that
ego network [29].

Cluster analysis was used to examine the overall structures of CPREE and KEEN.
Measures of density and centrality for each individual were correlated with the reported
frequency of use of the innovation in the classroom. All network analysis processes (cluster
analysis, density, and centrality calculations) were performed in ORA-LITE. All statistical
analyses of network metrics were performed in SPSS. The interpretation of these analyses
are additionally supported by responses to open-ended questions in the survey.

2.4. Qualitative Data Analysis

To provide a context and nuance to the quantitative methods described above, the
participant responses to three open-ended questions in the survey were analyzed. These
open-ended questions were as follows:

1. Of the resources listed above, which was the most influential in helping you integrate
reflections (entrepreneurial mindset) into your classroom(s)?

2. What was your process for integrating reflection (entrepreneurial mindset) into
your classroom?

3. What advice do you have for others integrating reflections (entrepreneurial mindset)
related assignments into their classroom(s)?

To analyze the responses to these questions, a code book was generated and then applied
to the responses by a group of five coders. The code book was developed using inductive,
descriptive methods and the codes and their definitions were agreed upon in an in-person
meeting after each of the five coders had individually identified prominent themes in the
responses [32]. The codebook appears in the Appendix A, Table A1.

3. Results and Discussion

The distributed surveys received a combined total of 48 complete responses—23 from
KEEN members and 25 from CPREE. The previously described, publicly available data
(the ASEE PEER repository and KEEN’s EngineeringUnleashed) were used to add more
collaborators in a limited fashion, leading to a KEEN network of 58 individuals (of approxi-
mately 4900 total members) and a CPREE network of 131 individuals (of approximately
500 total participants).

3.1. RQ1: How Does the Overall Social Structure of KEEN Differ from That of CPREE?

The social networks pictured below were generated using snowball sampling. As such,
they represent only a fraction of the complete guilds, and so many larger-scale structural
analyses (which mathematically assume a complete network) would be inaccurate. How-
ever, a qualitative examination of smaller scale “clusters” in each guild—these being cliques
or social groups which are algorithmically determined to be separate from other social
groups—is appropriate.

Using standard network analysis tools, we show that the communities detected for
KEEN and CPREE have different structures, which reflect the intentions of the organiza-
tions themselves. Additionally, the structure of the two organizations’ networks suggests
that CPREE members may have had several routes for support, whereas KEEN members
tend to have a single “expert” in their immediate network acting as a primary knowl-
edge disseminator.

3.1.1. Leiden Algorithm Community Detection

A total of 9 distinct groups (n = 58) were detected in the KEEN network (Newman
modularity 0.72), and a total of 15 distinct groups (n = 131) were detected in the CPREE
network (Newman modularity 0.72). Further details can be found in Table 2 below. Both
networks were found to be highly modular (meaning the communities detected by the
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algorithm demonstrate a high level of separation from one another and that the algorithm
was generally successful) [28].

Table 2. Leiden algorithm community detection results.

Kern Entrepreneurial
Engineering Network

(KEEN) (n = 58)

Consortium to Promote
Reflection in Engineering

Education (CPREE)
(n = 131)

Sub-Groups 8 15
Modularity 0.72 0.72

Large Groups (3+ members) 7 10
Dyads (2 members) 2 5

Members in Largest Sub-Group 10 31
Members in Smallest Sub-Group 5 4

In KEEN’s social network, many clusters (e.g., 3, 4, 5) have similar structures: one or
more larger, central nodes, surrounded by smaller nodes in a starburst shape (Figure 3).
KEEN’s average subgroup density is 0.21, indicating that, in any individual cluster, approx-
imately 21% of the total possible connections were reported. This, again, indicates a lack of
interconnectedness amongst KEEN participants—smaller nodes (less frequent users) are
gathered around larger nodes (more frequent users), but do not often form connections
with each other or continue to pass knowledge down. Many of these large central nodes
represent KEEN leaders—members of the KEEN leadership council, recipients of a KEEN
award, department leaders at partnered institutions, and so on. This pattern implies a
mentor–mentee style of collaboration, wherein community leaders pass knowledge directly
to other members of the group—an often-touted method of successful propagation [33,34].

More than anything else, KEEN members advised attending KEEN-sponsored workshops
as a primary method for learning about EM. KEEN members also noted events—overwhelmingly
workshops—as especially influential, useful, and supportive during their adoption process.
One instructor stated that “The emphasis on deliverables [in the KEEN workshop] helped
me to clarify my goals, processes, and outline materials to share with the community”,
highlighting the importance of the structure workshops provide. Another instructor noted
that their process consists primarily of “following along with the advice of the KEEN
workshop”. This well-defined structure places KEEN resources—workshops, community
leaders, written materials, etc.—at central points in the organization’s overall network of
knowledge and collaboration. Previous research found that KEEN prioritized defining and
outlining EM in their own words [8], thereby building a foundation of shared language
for its members and positioning themselves and their community leaders as authorities
on the topic. As such, the most central members of KEEN’s network—those at the center
of starburst clusters—are all KEEN community leaders, workshop coordinators, and/or
“rising star” awardees. This pattern of mentor expertise is apparent in one participants’
answer to the third open-ended question in the survey about how to get started with EM:
“I think it is helpful to have someone who is familiar with KEEN and EM to help to guide
the development of EM activities at first. This allows you to make sure that you do not
get off-track”. This, again, implies that structure is not only helpful, but necessary as an
instructor begins to incorporate EM into their classroom. In previous research, communities
of practice with similar prescribed mentor–mentee structures have led to similar social
networks: peer mentors become community leaders, tying otherwise disparate clusters to
one another through “bridging ties” [24,35].
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Figure 3. KEEN social network. The colored dots represent instructors who use entrepreneurial
mindset in some capacity, while the lines represent working relationships between instructors. Color
coding and numerical indicators define Leiden groups (from cluster/clique analysis). Sizes indicate
how frequently each instructor uses entrepreneurial mindset in their classroom (self-report, scale of
1–5). Note that the smallest node size indicates non-response—this instructor was mentioned on a
survey, or located through publicly available data, but did not respond to the survey and so could
not provide a frequency rating.

By contrast, CPREE’s clusters do not fit any single pattern (Figure 4). While some of the
outlying, disconnected groups have a similar starburst shape to many of KEEN’s, the groups at
the center of the image have a great variety of shapes, many of which are more densely inter-
connected. CPREE’s average subgroup density is 0.34, indicating that, in any individual cluster,
approximately 34% of the total possible connections were reported—higher than KEEN’s
average density of 0.21. CPREE as a guild has a more decentralized structure than KEEN,
and it would appear that this non-hierarchical organization is reflected in the resulting
social network—clusters 1, 3, 4, and 6, in particular, have unusual structures consisting of
a mix of individuals collaborating in a variety of combinations which can be seen by the
many interconnecting lines in clusters 1 and 4 and the multiple hubs of collaboration in
clusters 3 and 6. This decentralized social network structure could result from the lack of
prescribed mentor–mentee relationships—a cornerstone of KEEN’s organizational structure.
While CPREE did not necessarily present itself as the authority on reflection, it did tend
to communicate change largely through partnering with institutions and selecting one
or more instructors at these institutions to become peer mentors [8]. This less-structured
approach to collaboration also supports propagation, though in a different manner—groups
with decentralized leadership more frequently promote independence and creativity [36].
Additionally, CPREE has been inactive as an organization since 2018 [8]. It is possi-
ble that the social network has evolved to include more interconnections since CPREE
activities ceased.
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Figure 4. CPREE social network. The colored dots represent instructors who use entrepreneurial
mindset in some capacity, while the lines represent working relationships between instructors. Color
coding and numerical indicators define Leiden groups (from cluster/clique analysis), and sizes
indicate how frequently each instructor uses reflection in their classroom (self-report, scale of 1–5).
Note that the smallest node size indicates non-response—this instructor was mentioned on a survey,
or located through publicly available data, but did not respond to the survey and so could not provide
a frequency rating.

CPREE members’ responses de-emphasized workshop events, instead noting mentors
and colleagues as their most influential resources in the adoption process. The mentors
mentioned by name in responses—all notable CPREE community leaders—still tend to
occupy the central positions in their clusters and in the network overall, similar to KEEN’s
network [24,35]. However, when describing their process in adopting reflection activities into
their classroom, CPREE members most frequently described collaborating with peers. One
instructor explained their approach to iteration as follows: “I would try something, then see
a problem, then ask colleagues. . . about ways to address the problem”. Another stated that
“interaction with my colleagues in CPREE provided me with a lot of helpful feedback to make
[reflection] work well”. As mentioned above, previous research has shown that communities
of practice with prescribed mentors often organize themselves into clusters connected by
“bridging ties”—mentors are connected to one another, but most mentees are only connected
to their direct mentors [24,35]. This bridging ties structure is reflected in the KEEN network,
but is less apparent in the CPREE network. It is likely that, when a community is purposefully
decentralized, networks of knowledge and collaboration also become decentralized—rather
than viewing particular group members or sources of information as preferred or “correct”,
support can come from many different directions [24,35,37].
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3.1.2. Echo-Chamberness

A Kendall’s tau-b correlation analysis was conducted to evaluate the strength and
direction of the relationship between the echo-chamberness of an individual’s cluster and
the frequency of use of the innovation. This test was selected due to the non-normality of
the continuous variable echo-chamberness.

The relationship between an individual’s cluster score and frequency of use of the
pedagogical innovation was found to be not statistically significant (p = 0.68). The cor-
relation analysis found a negligible positive correlation between echo-chamberness and
frequency, (r = 0.05, 95% Bootstrap CI [−0.24, 0.31], (p = 0.68, n = 48. The effect size for
this analysis was r2 = 0, 95% Bootstrap CI [−0.06, 0.10], indicating that 0% of the variance
between echo-chamberness and frequency is shared in this data, with replications possibly
finding a small positive or small negative correlation. Post hoc power analysis suggests
that the test was underpowered (1− β = 0.06) with a small sample n = 48.

This analysis indicates that, based on available data, there is no relationship between
the echo-chamberness and frequency of use of guild-supported innovations. The lack
of a relationship implies that the insularity, density, and reciprocity of clusters has no
bearing on whether a faculty member adopts a guild innovation. While many survey
responses mentioned working with colleagues, these responses never imply that colleague-
to-colleague interactions are structured, insular, or exclusive in any way [37]. From this,
it would appear that the attributes of clusters/communities are less important than the
attributes of someone’s immediate social circle—in other words, their ego network. As such,
the following section explores ego network measures.

3.2. RQ2: How Do Measures of Social Network Structure Relate to Faculty’s Adoption of
the Innovation?

While the larger social networks previously discussed can help provide a clearer
understanding of how guilds operate on a broad scale, the impact and influence of guilds
on individual instructors is better examined at an individual scale. The ego networks of
individual survey respondents were generated and then analyzed using typical measures
of ego networks: In-Degree and Out-Degree Centrality and Density.

3.2.1. In-Degree and Out-Degree Centrality

To investigate the impact of directional relationships on the ego networks, we mea-
sured their in-degree and out-degree centrality. Centrality is a measure of network position,
identifying influential or otherwise highly ranked members based on their connectedness
to others in the network on a scale of zero to one. More central or influential nodes have
a centrality measure closer to one, while the centrality of less influential nodes will be
closer to zero. In-degree centrality specifically measures relationships directed into the node,
while out-degree centrality measures relationships out of the node. In this case, in-degree
centrality measures information being learned by an individual, while out-degree centrality
measures information being taught by an individual. In-degree and out-degree centrality
were calculated for each node to one degree (meaning only considering a node’s direct
connections). As these analyses are carried out on an individual level, members from both
guilds were combined for a larger sample size.

The normality of the continuous variables in-degree centrality and out-degree centrality
were checked and found to be non-normal. Thus, a Kruskal–Wallis test was conducted
to compare in-degree and out-degree centrality between individuals with select levels of
innovation adoption: faculty who used the innovation “never”, “rarely”, “sometimes”, “often”,
and “constantly and consistently”. Due to a lack of “never” (n = 0) and “rarely” (n = 1)
responses, these categories were discounted. No statistically significant difference was
found between the remaining groups based upon the in-degree (p = 0.24) or out-degree
centrality (p = 0.31). This might be due to the small sample size (n = 47) underpowering the
analysis. However, it appears that for both in-degree and out-degree centrality, participants
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who responded “often” were the most central, with “sometimes” and “constantly and
consistently” having little to no difference from one another.

Assuming that no true difference exists between the “sometimes” and “constantly and consis-
tently” groups, this result indicates that neither having many mentors nor being an active mentor
alone increases the likelihood that an individual will adopt an innovation more permanently into
their classrooms. This is somewhat at odds with the common adage that teaching something
leads to a deeper understanding of the concept [38,39]. In fact, survey responses were less likely to
mention or advise establishing mentor–mentee relationships—instead, members of both CPREE
and KEEN emphasized the influential power of collaboration: “conversations with other faculty
help me to build skills”, one instructor stated. Another noted that “interaction with my colleagues
in CPREE provided me with a lot of helpful feedback to make it work well”. When prompted to
recommend resources to others, instructors pointed to workshops and other events as sources of
information—“Attend education related conferences and see what you might be able to adapt
from other areas”—but recommended peer support as implementation continued—“Start small
and get a lot of feedback early on in the process”, or, more directly, “I would also recom-
mend committing to a collaborative EM project in a co-taught or multiple section course
so that you have others to bounce your ideas off of”. The survey responses indicate, then
that, while mentor–mentee relationships may be influential, they do not have any direct
effect on the likelihood of sustained adoption. Previous research has found that a sense
of belonging in a community—whatever form that community takes—can be a powerful
motivator in undertaking new behaviors [40,41]. However, there may be other factors or
qualities of an individual’s network that do have a direct impact on their frequency of use
of the pedagogical innovations.

3.2.2. Clustering Coefficient Density

Another descriptive measure of an individual’s ego network is the density. This
measure captures the “interconnectedness” of a network on a scale of zero to one. If all of
an individual’s direct connections are connected to one another, their ego network density
will be equal to one. If none of an individual’s direct connections are connected to one
another (the previously described starburst shape), their ego network density will be equal
to zero.

A Pearson’s r correlation analysis was conducted to evaluate the strength and di-
rection of the relationship between ego network density and frequency of use of the
innovation. The normality of the continuous variable density was checked and found to be
within range.

While the relationship found was not statistically significant (p = 0.34), the correlation
analysis found a weak negative correlation between network density and frequency of
innovation use (r = −0.15, 95% Bootstrap CI [−0.42, 0.18], p = 0.34, n = 47). The effect size
for this analysis was r2 = 0.02, 95% Bootstrap CI [−0.18, 0.03], indicating that 2% of the
variance between density and frequency is shared in this data. This is a small effect size,
and the results indicate that replications are likely to find a similar effect. Post hoc power
analysis suggests that the test was underpowered (1− β = 0.17) with a small sample n = 47.

Despite the small sample size, this analysis indicates that those with a less dense
ego network (meaning fewer interconnections between collaborators) use the pedagogical
innovations slightly more often than those with denser ego networks. Though this, at
first, seems counter-intuitive—it does, after all, oppose the driving force behind densely
interconnected communities of practice [15,16,24]—looking to the open-ended responses
provides context for this result. Many responses describe needing to approach the inno-
vation from multiple perspectives, or experiment with it in a variety of ways, before the
innovation becomes a permanent fixture in the faculty member’s classroom. For example,
one faculty member describes their process as gathering “a suite of potential ideas” before
presenting these to colleagues for feedback. Another stated that “My best advice is to
experiment with different forms of [the innovation] and run with what works best for
the students”. Other mentions of finding the “right” resources, or finding an effective
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method through trial and error, were frequent throughout the open-ended responses. It
might be that, while having many mentors/sources of information alone does not improve
the frequency of use in the classroom, having many different sources of information does.
As one instructor stated, “many EM resources exist, its [sic] just a matter of connecting with
the right people/organizations and finding them”.

This brings us back to the dissemination and propagation paradigms; one of the fun-
damental issues Froyd et al. identified under the dissemination paradigm was a tendency
for instructors to reject innovations out of hand based on a perceived “fitness” to their
classroom or institution [4]. If, however, instructors are presented with more versions of
the innovation, and more methods for adopting it into their classrooms, it is more likely
that they will encounter a version or method with a clear and obvious fit. In practice,
this approach is similar to the use of divergent thinking in engineering design: it centers
flexibility, innovation, and the value of multiple perspectives in the process of developing
and designing solutions to problems [42–44]. Instructors who are able to view or participate
in this divergent process appear to be less likely to reject the concept before trying it. It is
possible, then, that getting started is one of the most difficult parts of the process—but
perhaps not only due to a lack of classroom fitness.

When prompted to give advice to other faculty members looking to adopt EM/
reflections into their classrooms, responses overwhelmingly focused on pushing past this
perceived barrier to entry: “Just give it a try”, “start small and to simply try”, “Start small
and get a lot of feedback early on in the process”, or even “First, DO IT”. This illuminates
an additional barrier to entry: a resistance to change in general. Previous research has
found that the greater a faculty member’s resistance to change, the more barriers they
perceive to educational change [45]. Additionally, encouraging collaboration and “collective
sensemaking” is one of the most effective methods in combating this resistance [46].

It is clear that engineering education guilds are already in a position to provide
collaborative support to those who perceive high barriers to entry. However, it may also
benefit these guilds to ensure that even their most active members continue to experiment
and communicate with others who have different perspectives on or experiences with the
innovation in question—particularly if long-time members reach out to non-members with
these new ideas and approaches. By continuing to experiment and provide documentation
on low-stakes classroom activities, guilds stand a higher chance of introducing instructors
to the “right” version of the innovation for their classrooms, thereby reducing the barriers
to entry.

4. Limitations and Future Work

We were unable to generate a full network for KEEN or CPREE, due to the weakness
of the snowball sampling method and low response rates. The low response rate also left
the statistical analyses underpowered, though trends of potential interest were noted and
supported by the qualitative analyses. Even with these limitations, the purpose of this
paper is not to present widely generalizable findings, but rather to share how the structure
of organizations affects the social networks of participants in those organizations and the
possibility of a relationship between guild participants’ social networks and their adoption
of new pedagogical practices.

Future work will explore the specific faculty development offerings of KEEN and the
aspects of those offerings that contribute to a faculty member’s likelihood of making change
to their pedagogical practice. There is also an opportunity to explore the social networks of
faculty who participate in other, similar, organizations, and the impact of those connections
on a variety of faculty characteristics (e.g., the use of evidence-based pedagogical practices,
career satisfaction, and overall wellbeing).
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5. Conclusions

Despite the amount of effort put towards developing and publishing innovative
methods of teaching, these evidence-based practices still rarely find widespread use in
classrooms. Engineering education guilds present a unique way of combating this problem
by combining dissemination (the traditional publication route) and propagation (an active
method of communicating and aiding the adoption of innovative practices) approaches
to pedagogical change, though their processes remain understudied. This work aims to
address the lack of research regarding the social aspect of engineering education guilds’
practices through social network analysis. These results found that the guilds’ overall
structures (hierarchical vs. decentralized) impacted the formation and structure of clusters
which arose through inter-colleague collaboration. However, the attributes of these clusters
did not appear to have an effect on sustained adoption. In addition, while the guild
members’ mode of engagement (teaching the innovation vs. learning the innovation) did
not appear to affect the frequency with which they used the adoption in their classroom, a
weak negative correlation between frequency and ego network density was observed. This
may indicate that individuals who are exposed to an innovation from a variety of differing
perspectives have a higher likelihood of adopting the innovation and using it consistently
in their classrooms. The responses to the open-ended questions support this hypothesis.
These results can guide further exploration of the unique ways in which engineering
education guilds approach changemaking, as well as present evidence supporting efforts
to continually expose guild members to innovation from new or unique perspectives.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Qualitative codebook.

Code Definition

Events Response describes attending structured events hosted by the guild such as workshops
or conferences

Consuming the Literature
Response describes using literature—including formal sources such as textbooks and
journal articles and informal sources such as websites or blog posts—to learn about

the innovation

Mentors Response describes interacting with community mentors or other individuals
knowledgeable in the innovation

Mentees Response describes mentoring other members of the community

Collaboration Response describes collaborative discussions or other interactions with faculty members
that do not have a mentor–mentee structure

Iteration Response describes the adoption process as iterative and needing constant adjustments

Getting Started Response describes the early stages of the adoption process and/or encourages others to
take action

Personal Reflection Response describes using personal, independent reflection to improve classroom practices
related to the innovation

Reframing Response describes modifying existing classroom practices or coursework to include the
innovation, rather than starting from scratch
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